Abstract of English

I chose the topic „Czech school in the Protectorate“ for my Doctoral thesis. The history of the Second world war belongs to my long interest. My goal was to create a popular – educational publication for student teachers. I never met with this part of history of our school in the Faculty of Education and in the Philosophical Faculty of Charles University. I hope it’s very important to remind this part of history – difficult situation of teachers and students during the Nazi era to current students. This sadly topic could raise future teachers to love the profession and could raise the prestige of teachers in our country. My wish would be after reading this work to increase patriotism, love and respect for the history of our school. I described individual school protectorate years with the introduction into the Protectorate Education. At the beginning of each school year I described the basic historical milestones. I wanted to capture the humiliation of our education system during the Protectorate compared to the high level of pre-war years, dishonor Czech teachers, pupils, students and progressive germanization. I took advantage memories of witnesses for readability and catchiness readers. I tried to create text with elements of experiential learning. I believe that experiential learning is in the interpretation of history very beneficial. Glad I hope, that after reading my work and seeing documentation, I will fulfill its goal. I wrote my Doctoral thesis with love and humility. I give my Doctoral thesis to the defense in the 70th anniversary of the end of the Second world war. It’s just a coincidence. Allow me to honor our heroes, who fought for our freedom, mostly nameless teachers and pupils and students.